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Abstract 

In this paper, we define the set of all compactly generated extensions in the 
category of locally compact Abelian groups and prove that under the Baire sum, it 
forms an Abelian group. Also, we show that if G has only one open compact 
subgroup, say H, then the group of all compactly generated extensions of locally 
compact groups imbeds in the group of all continuous homomorphisms of G into  
H. 

1. Introduction 

Let L  be the category of all locally compact Abelian groups with 
continuous homomorphisms as morphisms. An extension of G by A is a 

short exact sequence ,00 → → →→ π GEA i  where i is a 
homeomorphism of A onto a closed subgroup of E and π  is open. The set 
of equivalence classes of extensions of A by G is denoted by ( )., AGExt  A 

continuous section of an extension 00 → → →→ π GEA i  of A 
by G is a continuous map s such that EGs →:  and ( ) xxs =π  for each 
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.Gx ∈  For example, if G is a connected locally compact group, then any 
extension of G by a connected simply connected Lie group has a 
continuous section [6]. 

It is known that [4], the class ( )AGExt ,  of all congruence classes of 

extensions of A by G in L  is an Abelian group with respect to the 
operation defined by 

[ ] [ ] [ ( ) ],2121 GA EEEE ∆⊕∇=+  

where 1E  and 2E  are extensions of A by G and G∆  and A∇  are the 

diagonal and codiagonal morphisms, respectively, that is, 

( ) ;,,: 2121 aaaaAAA AA +=∇→⊕∇  

( ) ( ).,,: gggGGG GG =∆⊕→∆  

A homomorphism is called proper, if it is open onto its image. If A and 
G are in ,L  then an extensions of A by G is a proper short exact sequence 

,00: → → →→ π GQAE i  where i and φ  are morphisms in 

.L  We will denote it by ( )., πE  

In [5], we introduced the compactly generated short exact sequences 
in .L  Let C  be the category of all groups in L  that are compactly 
generated. The extension ( )π,E  in ,L  is called compactly generated, if 

there exists an extension 

,00  → → → → π′′ HLA i  

where L, H in ,C  and there is a continuous homomorphism LQ →φ :  

making the following diagram commutative: 

.00

00

 → → → →

↑φ↑
 → → → →

π

π′′

GQA
j

HLA

i

i
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For example, if G is locally compact, -σ compact and A is a compact closed 

subgroup of G, then the short exact sequence  → →→ QA0  
0G →  in L  is a compactly generated sequence [5]. 

Two compactly generated extensions,  → →→ π110 QA i  

0→G  and 00 22 → →′ →→ π GQA i  are equivalent in ,L  if 

and only if there exists a continuous homomorphism QQv ′→/ :  making 

the following diagram commutes:  

,00

00

22

11

 → →′ → →
/↓

 → → → →

π

π

GQA
v

GQA

i

i

 

where by [2, Corollary 2.2], v/  is an isomorphism in .L  

The set of all congruence classes of compactly generated extensions of 
A by G is denoted by ( )., AGExtc  

In this paper, we will prove that ( )AGExtc ,  is an Abelian subgroup 

of ( )AGExt ,  with respect to the Baire sum. Furthermore, let G be in L  

and A be a compactly generated G-module. We show that if G has only 
one open compact subgroup, say H, then ( )AGExtc ,  imbeds in 

( ),, HGHom  where the ( )HGHom ,  is an Abelian topological group with 

respect to the compact-open topology under point-wise addition [4]. 

We recall that an Abelian group G is divisible, if mGG =  for every 
integers m. An Abelian group G is reduced, if the only divisible subgroup 
of G is the trivial one. 

2. Some Results on ( )AGExtc ,  

In this section, we show that ( )AGExtc ,  is an Abelian subgroup of 
( )., AGExt  Also, we prove that ( )AGExtc ,  can be embedded in 
( )., HGHom  
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Lemma 2.1. Let G be in L  and A be a compactly generated                              

G-module. Then, the extension 00 → → →→ π GQA i  in L  is 

a compactly generated extension. 

Proof. Since G is a locally compact group, it is of the form ,KRn ×  

where K contains an open compact subgroup, say H [3]. Also HA ×  is 
compactly generated. Then, we have the following commutative diagram: 

,00

00
1

 → → → →

π↑φ↑
 → →× → →

π

′

GQA

HHAA

i

pi

 

where HHAp →×:  is the projection and HHRn →×π :1  with 

( ) ,,1 xh =π x  for all ,, HhRn ∈∈x  and i′  is injection. 

Let HAHg ×→:  with ( ) ( )hehg ,=  for all Hh ∈  and e is 

identity element in A, then we define continuous homomorphism =φ  

( ( )).1 ππg  

We recall that for any two continuous homomorphisms 111 : BA →φ  

and ,: 222 BA →φ  there is a continuous homomorphism 

,: 212121 BBAA ⊕→⊕φ⊕φ  

with the usual properties ( ) ( ) 22112121 φ′φ⊕φ′φ=φ′⊕φ′φ⊕φ  and ⊕A1  

.11 BAB ⊕=  So, this homomorphism may be defined by 

( ) ( ) ( ).,, 22112121 aaaa φφ=φ⊕φ  

Given two compactly generated extensions: 

00: 1111 11 → → →→ π GQAE i  and  →→ 222 0: iAE  

,022
2 → → π GQ  we show that their direct sum is a compactly 

generated extension. We have two commutative diagrams: 
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,00

00

111

11

111

11

11

 → → → →
/↑φ↑

 → → → →

π

π′′

GQA
v

HLA

i

i

 

and 

,00

00

222

22

222

22

22

 → → → →
/↑φ↑

 → → → →

π

π′′

GQA
v

HLA

i

i

 

where 1H  and 2H  are open compact subgroups of 1G  and ,2G  

respectively. Then, we have the following diagram: 

,00

00

212121

33

212121

33

33

 →⊕ →⊕ →⊕ →
/↑φ↑

 →⊕ →⊕ →⊕ →

π

π′′

GGQQAA
v
HHLLAA

i

i

 

where ,,,,, 213213213213213 iiiiiivvv ′⊕′=′π⊕π=π⊕=/⊕/=/φ⊕φ=φ  

and .213 π′⊕π′=π′  The above diagram is commutative, because 

( ) ( )212133 π⊕π/⊕/=π/ vvv  

22112211 φπ′⊕φπ′=π/⊕π/= vv  

( ) ( )2121 φ⊕φπ′⊕π′=  

.33φπ′=  

Also, 21 HH ⊕  and 21 LL ⊕  are compactly generated, then 21 EE +  

is a compactly generated extension. 

The class of the split extension in C  is the zero element of this group, 
while the inverse of any compactly generated extension E is the extension 
( ) ,1 EA−  where ( )EA1−  is obtained from E just by changing the sign of 

the map QAi →:  and hence by changing the signs of the factor system 

.:, AGGgf →×  
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In fact, we have proved the following: 

Theorem 2.2. Let G be in L  and A be a G-module. The set 
( )AGExtc ,  of all congruence classes of compactly generated extensions of 

A by G is an Abelian group under the congruence classes of extensions 1E  

and 2E  the congruence class of the extension 

[ ( ) ].2121 GA EEEE ∆⊕∇=+  

The class of the split extension 00 →→⊕→→ GGAA  in C  is the 
zero element of this group, while the inverse of any E is the extension 
( ) .1 EA−  

Now, we can characterize the compactly generated extension groups. 
Let G be in L  and A be a compactly generated G-module. Then G 
contains an open compact subgroup, say H [3]. 

Theorem 2.3. Let G be in L  and A be a compactly generated G-
module. If G has only one non trivial open compact subgroup, say H, then 

( )AGExtc ,  imbeds in ( )., HGHom  

Proof. G contains an open compact subgroup, say H [3]. Let ( )π,E  be 

in ( ),, AGExtc  by definition, we have the following commutative 
diagram: 

,00

00

 → → → →

↑φ↑
 → → → →

π

π′′

GQA
j

HLA

i

i

 

consequently, for any element ( )π,E  in ( ),, AGExtc  there is an element 
of ( ),, HGHom  say j, then we have 

( ) ( )HGHomAGExtc ,,: →ζ  

( ) ., jE =πζ  

Corollary 2.4. Let G be in ,L  A be a compactly generated G-module, 
and G has only one open compact subgroup, say H. If G is divisible and H 
is reduced, then ( ) .0, =AGExtc  
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Proof. By [1], ( )HGHom ,  vanishes. So by Theorem 2.3, 
( ) .0, =AGExtc  
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